Abstract-While imitation learning is becoming common practice in robotics, this approach often suffers from data mismatch and compounding errors. DAgger is an iterative algorithm that addresses these issues by continually aggregating training data from both the expert and novice policies, but does not consider the impact of safety. We present a probabilistic extension to DAgger, which uses the distribution over actions provided by the novice policy, for a given observation. Our method, which we call DropoutDAgger, uses dropout to train the novice as a Bayesian neural network that provides insight to its confidence. Using the distribution over the novice's actions, we estimate a probabilistic measure of safety with respect to the expert action, tuned to balance exploration and exploitation. The utility of this approach is evaluated on the MuJoCo HalfCheetah and in a simple driving experiment, demonstrating improved performance and safety compared to other DAgger variants and classic imitation learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been many advances in robotics driven by breakthroughs in deep imitation learning [1] , [2] . Yet, to be truly intelligent, such systems must have the ability to explore their state-space in a safe way [3] . One method to guide exploration is to learn from expert demonstrations [4] , [5] . In contrast with reinforcement learning, where an explicit reward function must be defined, imitation learning guides exploration through expert supervision, allowing our robot policy to effectively learn directly from experiences [2] .
However, such supervised approaches are often suboptimal or fail when the policy that is being trained (referred to as the novice policy) encounters new situations or enters a state that is poorly represented in the dataset provided by the expert [6] , [7] . While failures may be insignificant in simulation, safe learning is of the utmost importance when acting in the real-world [3] .
Methods for guided policy search in imitation learning settings have been developed [8] . An example of these approaches is DAGGER, which improves the data represented in the training dataset by continually aggregating new data from both the expert and novice policies. DAG-GER has many desirable properties, including online functionality and theoretical guarantees. This approach, however, does not provide safety guarantees. Recent This material is based upon work supported by SAIC Motor. K. Menda, K. Driggs-Campbell, and M.J. Kochenderfer are with the Aeronautics and Astronautics Department at Stanford University, Stanford, CA USA (e-mail: {kmenda,krdc,mykel}@stanford.edu).
work extended DAGGER to address some inherent drawbacks [9] , [10] . In particular, SAFEDAGGER augments DAGGER with a decision rule policy to provide safe exploration with minimal influence from the expert [11] . This paper augments DAGGER by extending the approach to a probabilistic domain. We build upon the SAFEDAGGER idea of safety by considering the distribution over the novice's actions. This approach allows us to glean some insight into the deep policy through a notion of confidence, in addition to safety bounds.
We demonstrate how our method out-performs existing algorithms in classical imitation learning settings. This paper presents three key contributions:
1) We develop a probabilistic notion of safety to balance exploration and exploitation; 2) We present DROPOUTDAGGER, a Bayesian extension to DAGGER; and 3) We demonstrate the utility of this approach with improved performance and safety in imitation learning case studies. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of the underlying principles to be employed in this work. The methodology behind DROPOUTDAGGER is presented in Section III. The two experimental settings used to validate our approach are described in Section IV. Section V discusses our findings and outlines future work.
II. BACKGROUND
This section presents a brief technical overview of DAGGER, SAFEDAGGER, and dropout as applied to Bayesian neural networks.
A. DAgger and SafeDAgger
The DAGGER framework extends traditional supervised learning approaches by simultaneously running both an expert policy that we wish to clone and a novice policy we wish to train [12] . By constantly aggregating new data samples from the expert policy, the underlying model and reward structure are uncovered.
Given some initial training set D 0 generated by the expert policy π exp , an initial novice policy π nov,0 is trained. Using this initialization, DAgger iteratively collects episodes additional training examples from a mixture of the expert and novice policy. During a given episode, the combined-expert-and-novice system interacts with the environment under the supervision of 
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Train π nov,i+1 on D a decision rule. The decision rule decides at every timestep whether the novice's or the expert's choice of action is used to interact with the environment (Figure 1 By allowing the novice to act, the combined system explores parts of the state-space further from the nominal trajectories of the expert. In querying the expert in these parts of the state-space, the novice is able to learn a more robust policy. However, allowing the novice to always act risks the possibility of encountering an unsafe state, which can be costly in real-world experiments. The vanilla DAGGER algorithm and SAFEDAGGER balance this trade-off by their choice of decision rules.
Under the vanilla DAGGER decision-rule (Algorithm 2), the expert's action is chosen with probability β i ∈ [0, 1], where i denotes the DAgger epoch. If β i = λβ i−1 for some λ ∈ (0, 1), then the novice takes increasingly more actions each epoch. As the novice is given more training labels from previous epochs, it is allowed greater autonomy in exploring the state-space.
The vanilla DAGGER decision-rule does not take into account any similarity measure between the novice and the expert choice of action. Hence, even if the novice suggests a highly unsafe action, vanilla DAGGER allows the novice to act with probability (1 − β i ). The decision-rule employed by SAFEDAGGER, presented in
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5:
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return a exp,t Algorithm 3 and referred to as SAFEDAGGER*, allows the novice to act if the distance between the actions is less than some chosen threshold τ [11] . 1 An ideal decision rule would allow the novice to act if there is a sufficiently low probability that the system can transition to an unsafe state. If the combined system is currently near an unsafe state, the tolerable perturbation from the expert's choice of action is smaller than when the system is far from unsafe states. Hence, the single threshold τ employed in SAFEDAGGER* is either too conservative when the system is far from unsafe states or too relaxed when near them.
To approximate the ideal decision rule in a model-free manner, we propose considering the distance between the novice's and expert's actions as well as the entropy in the novice policy. To estimate the uncertainty of the novice policy, we utilize Bayesian Deep Learning.
B. Bayesian Approximation via Dropout
To overcome the fact that deep learning lacks the ability to reason about model uncertainty [13] , Gal et al. have worked towards approximating Bayesian models with neural networks through dropout [14] . By incorporating dropout at every weight layer in a network, an approximation of a Gaussian process is obtained. Given a policy trained with dropout and an input observation, we query the network N times to obtain a distribution chosen at a given time-step. The action space is two-dimensional, with action a = [a1, a2]. The novice policy is queried N times to estimate the probabilityp is within a ball of radius τ centered at the expert action. Ifp ≥ p, for chosen threshold p, then we choose the mean novice action. Otherwise, we choose the expert's action. Figure 2a shows an example state that is well-represented in D. Because we have many expert labels for this state, the novice policy is low-entropy and centered near the expert's action. Hence, both DROPOUTDAGGER and SAFEDAGGER* decision rules would allow the novice to act. However, in Figure 2b , the state is poorly-represented in D, and the novice policy is consequently high-entropy. The DROPOUTDAGGER decision rule would not allow the novice to act if p is appropriately chosen, but the SAFEDAGGER* decision rule still would allow the novice to act. Vanilla DAGGER would choose between the two with a weighted coin-flip, with no regard to the similarity of the actions. over actions, using randomly sampled dropout masks. For more details, we guide the reader to [14] , [15] .
By invoking dropout, our novice policy approximates a Gaussian process that will produce a low-entropy distribution over actions that is centered around the expert's action, if the input observation is well represented in D. Further, the novice policy will produce high-entropy distributions over actions if the input observation is unlike what has been labeled by the expert in D.
III. DROPOUT DAGGER
We present the DROPOUTDAGGER decision rule, in which we choose the mean action of the novice only if its distribution over actions has sufficient probability mass around the action suggested by the expert. The algorithm, described in Algorithm 4, is parameterized by τ , which specifies the size of a ball around the expert's action, and p, which is a threshold for the probability mass we desire to be inside this ball, if the novice is allowed to act. An example of computation of this decision rule is shown in Figure 2 . We approximate this distribution over actions by first requiring that the neural-network policy is trained dataset D using dropout, and then querying the network multiple times with the current observation and random dropout masks.
As previously stated, an ideal decision rule choose the novice's action in 'low-risk states,' and choose the expert's action in 'high-risk states.' By using the DROPOUTDAGGER decision rule, we allow the novice to act in familiar states that are well represented in D,
ifp ≥ p then return a exp,t but hand control back to the expert when the combined system enters an unfamiliar region of the state-space.
A comparison between the vanilla DAGGER, SAFEDAGGER*, and DROPOUTDAGGER decision rules can be seen in Figures 2a and 2b . Vanilla DAGGER leaves the choice of action up to a weighted coin-flip, with no regard to current state of the system. SAFEDAGGER* is too restrictive in safer, familiar regions of the state-space to sufficiently guarantee safety in unsafe regions. DROPOUTDAGGER is able to utilize the additional information provided by the distribution over the novice's action in order to allow the novice to control the system in familiar parts of the state space, and hand control back to the expert in unfamiliar parts of the state-space.
By appropriately choosing the hyper-parameters p and τ , we satisfy the dual objectives of allowing the novice to act only if its distribution over actions is sufficiently low-entropy, as well as sufficiently close to the expert's. The dropout probability d should be chosen to reflect the epistemic uncertainty, arising from finite demonstration data, and aleatoric uncertainty, arising from the stochastic environment. The probability d should be selected for either by grid-search to minimize loss on testdemonstration data, or optimized for using 'Concrete Dropout,' which uses a continuous relaxation of discrete dropout masks [16] . If we set d to zero, DROPOUTDAG-GER effectively reduces to SAFEDAGGER*. If we set τ to zero, the algorithm reduces to behavior cloning. If we set p to zero, the algorithm reduces to one in which the expert merely labels the data, but does not ever influence the system during an episode.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate that DROPOUTDAGGER is able to achieve expert-level performance, while maintaining safety during training in two experimental domains. For each episode, we use average total reward of the combined expert-novice system as a measure of 'safety performance,' and the average total reward of the novice alone as a measure of 'learning performance.' An algorithm 'safe' if it demonstrates safety performance on par with that of BEHAVIORCLONING, in which only the expert acts. Learning performance is assessed by the rate at which the novice achieves expert-level performance.
A. MuJoCo HalfCheetah
The MuJoCo HalfCheetah-v1 domain is an OpenAI Gym Environment with observations in R 20 and actions in R 6 [17] . The environment provides reward proportional to the horizontal distance traveled. An optimal policy propels the half-cheetah robot into a steady run, going as far forward as possible in the time it has. First, we train a multi layer perceptron (MLP) policy to act as the expert, and then compare the performance of DROPOUTDAGGER to other DAGGER variants.
We compare two scenarios. First, the novice is given the same observation as the expert. Second, the novice sees the observation corrupted by diagonal-Gaussian noise with σ = 0.1, representing settings where the expert and novice see different observations. The added noise increases aleatoric uncertainty, which degrades performance of naive imitation learning approaches.
The optimal policy is trained using the TRPO hyperparameters summarized in Table I [18] , using the rllab implementation of TRPO [19] , [20] . The MLP representing the novice policy has two hidden layers with 64 hidden units each, followed by a hidden layer with 32 hidden units. When training the neural network on a given dataset D, an ADAM optimizer is used with a learning rate of 10 −3 , β 1 = 0.9, and β 2 = 0.999. Weights are l 2 regularized with regularization weight 10 −5 . The DROPOUTDAGGER policy is trained with a dropout probability d of 0.05. The network is trained for 100 epochs, with a mini-batch size of 32.
We compare DROPOUTDAGGER to BEHAVIOR-CLONING, in which the decision-rule always chooses the expert's action, EXPERTLABELSONLY, in which the decision-rule always chooses the novice's action, Vanilla DAGGER, and SAFEDAGGER*. When testing Vanilla DAGGER, we use β 0 = 1 and β i = 0.63β i−1 , which brings β down to 0.01 by the tenth DAgger epoch. Hyperparameters of τ = 0.3 and p = 0.6 are used for DROPOUTDAGGER, and τ = 0.6 is used for SAFEDAGGER*, chosen by grid search.
The performance of each policy on the environment are averaged over 50 episodes to estimate of safety and learning performance. Figures 3 and 4 show that DROPOUTDAGGER does not compromise the safety of the combined expert-novice system, while being able to train a well-performing novice policy at a rate comparable to other variants of DAgger.
Since BEHAVIORCLONING never chooses the novice action, it unsurprisingly perfectly safe. However, we see that all other algorithms except DROPOUTDAGGER compromise the safety. Since the dataset generated by BEHAVIORCLONING contains autocorrelated samples drawn only from nominal expert trajectories, it has poor learning performance. DROPOUTDAGGER both maintains safety performance and achieves a learning performance comparable to all other DAGGER variants.
We see in Figure 4 that adding observation noise adversely affects the learning performance of all algorithms. This consequently adversely affects the safety performance of Vanilla DAGGER, SAFEDAGGER*, and of course EXPERTLABELSONLY, but does not compromise the safety performance of DROPOUTDAGGER.
B. Dubins Car Lidar
In the Dubins Car Lidar domain, we demonstrate that DROPOUTDAGGER can safely learn a policy in spite of high aleatoric uncertainty. This environment, depicted in Figure 5 , consists of a simple Dubins car that navigates out of a room. A Dubins path is represented by a circular arc of radius R, a straight path, and a second circular arc of radius R. Given any two poses (x, y, θ) sufficiently far apart with some achievable turning radius, Dubins path can take a Dubins car from the first pose to the second. A finite-state controller acts as the expert, following a Dubins path at a fixed velocity from the initial state to goal state pointing out of the room in the exit.
The expert policy is given access to its exact pose, but the novice policy only has access to noisy 'lidar' measurements. These are range measurements to the nearest obstacle along 100 equally spaced rays propagating from the center of the Dubins car ( Figure 5 ). The following Even with high aleatoric uncertainty, DROPOUTDAGGER has best learning and safety performance. BEHAVIORCLONING and SAFEDAGGER* do not compromise safety, but exhibit worse learning performance. noise model gives the corrupted measurementx:
where x is the original measurement, z i ∼ N (0, σ i ) for i ∈ {1, 2}, and L is the maximum lidar range. We train an MLP to map the lidar measurements to the car's angular velocity. The environment parameters are summarized in Table II . The algorithms and optimizer parameters are identical to those in Section IV-A.
In Figure 6 , we see that DROPOUTDAGGER maintains perfect safety and good learning performance. Under high aleatoric uncertainty, the BEHAVIORCLONING learning performance deteriorates, thus highlighting the importance of exploration for robustness. Figure 7 shows the learning performance of various choices of hyperparameters for DROPOUTDAGGER. Though all variants enjoy perfect safety performance, we observe that reducing τ or increasing p make the algorithm more conservative and reduce learning performance to that of BEHAVIORCLONING, as expected. It is interesting to note that increasing the dropout probability d from 0.05 to 0.1 appears to reduce the sensitivity of the learning performance to the choice of τ and p.
V. DISCUSSION Naive algorithms like BEHAVIORCLONING rely on a large set of demonstrations to provide a good dataset for learning. DROPOUTDAGGER extends naive imitation learning, adding the ability to safely explore the state-space. Using the novice's action distribution, the DROPOUTDAGGER decision rule allows the novice to act when in familiar regions of the state-space, but returns control to the expert when entering unfamiliar regions. Our experiments show that DROPOUTDAGGER allows the combined system to safely gather data and explore poorly represented states. DROPOUTDAGGER demonstrates no compromise to safety and learning performance comparable to other algorithms.
Though DROPOUTDAGGER exhibits a good mix of safety and learning performance, the algorithm still depends on three hyperparameters. In particular, we observe that the choice of dropout probability d can affect the sensitivity of learning performance to these parameters. Future work includes exploring the optimization of the dropout mask using Concrete Dropout at every epoch [16] . Additionally, since all the methods described here only apply to continuous actions, we hope to extend the presented tools to discrete and hybrid action spaces.
